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Abstract. Multi-view video is becoming increasingly popular, as it provides 
users greatly enhanced viewing experience. Multi-view video coding (MVC) 
focuses on exploiting not only the temporal correlation among the adjacent 
pictures for each view, but also inter-view correlation. Though the coding 
efficiency is a key target for MVC，the view-temporal prediction structure for 
improving the compression efficiency usually results in the decoding delay and 
limits the random access ability. Random access ability is an important feature 
in MVC because it provides the view switching, temporal frame sweepingly 
browsing and other interactive abilities for the client users in multi-view video 
streaming. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to flexibly regulate the view-
temporal prediction structure. It is able to achieve a good trade-off between 
compression performance and random access ability. 

Keywords: Multi-view video coding, random access, view-temporal prediction 
structure. 

1   Introduction 

Multi-view video is a 3-D extension of the traditional video sequence. Compared with 
mono-view video, the ideal multi-view video system allows viewers to navigate freely 
within a visual scene to change their viewpoint and view direction and thus, offers a 
similar interactive look-around capability. With these features it will be used for 
various services, such as entertainment, education, surveillance, 3D-TV (3D 
television), and Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) communication [1]. The available and 
emerging technologies for modeling, coding, and rendering of dynamic real world 
scenes for these interactive applications have been reviewed at the convergence point 
of computer graphics, computer vision, and classical media in [2]. Generally, video 
data are tremendous because multiple cameras are used. To be able to transmit these 
video sequences with available bandwidth, high efficiency data compression 
technique is needed. So far, some related work has been done on Multi-view Video 
Coding (MVC). The compression of multi-view video aiming at exploiting inter-view 
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redundancy due to high correlation between the multiple views was done by 
Michael.E at first [3]. Recently, different view-temporal prediction structures were 
proposed to exploit both temporal and view redundancies in response to the CfP on 
MVC in 3DAV group of the MPEG community and these results show that higher 
coding performance is able to be achieved by inter-view prediction compared with 
independent coding of all views [4]. 

Though the compression efficiency is very important, the interactive feature of 
multi-view video requires the ability to randomly access the different views and 
different time-instant frames in the same view from the compressed bit stream. 
Random access ability means that the decoder can access one frame at a given time 
with minimal decoding of frames. The decoder can search the bit steam for an IDR-
picture or recover point SEI (Supplemental Enhancement Information) message 
before the frame to be accessed and then decode the minimal needed frames from the 
point until the desired frame is decoded. Multi-view video applications require three 
kinds of random access abilities including random access to different views, random 
access to different temporal frames and random access to different interested regions 
in the same picture (spatial random access)[4]. Because all views are compressed into 
one bit stream in MVC, there only exists the efficient random access to arbitrary 
frame in the compressed bit stream including random access to different views and 
different time-instant frames of the same view. Fast random access not only provides 
flexible view switching ability but also increases the transmission robustness and 
synchronization. Since inter-view prediction introduces more view dependencies 
which limit the flexible random access ability in MVC bit stream, the random access 
in multi-view streaming is tightly dependent on view-temporal structure in MVC. 

In this paper, we propose a flexible approach, to select the optimal hierarchical-B 
based view-temporal prediction structure, which is able to fulfill a given random 
access constraint while providing a good compression performance. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we outline the relation between prediction 
structure and corresponding random access ability. In Section 3, we describe how to 
adaptively regulate the view-temporal prediction structure to increase the random 
access ability while keeping relatively optimal coding performance. That also means 
reducing the prediction structure enabled delay with flexible regulating scheme. 
Section 4 illustrates, by experiment results, how to achieve an efficient trade-off 
relation between the prediction structure and coding performance for different random 
access constraints. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2   Prediction Structure and Random Access Analysis 

Of all multi-view video coding solutions the simple scheme is to encode all views 
independently (simulcast coding). In this coding scheme the user can switch views 
among different view bitstreams directly. The decoder can initiate random access to 
another view sequence from the current view by quitting decoding the current view 
sequence. So the random access ability is related to the length of temporal group of 
pictures (GOP). In [6] some interactive visual effects of multi-view video services are 
described with independent coding for all views. In MVC, inter-view prediction is 
adopted to exploit the spatial redundancy between the views and the solutions with 
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inter-view prediction exhibit better compression performance than simulcast coding 
scheme. Though inter-view prediction improves the compression performance, 
random access ability is limited by inter-frame and cross-view prediction in MVC.  

 

Fig. 1. View-temporal prediction structure using dyadic hierarchical B pictures 

 

Fig. 2. View-temporal prediction structure using non-dyadic hierarchical B pictures 

Specially, the prediction structure using Hierarchical B pictures proposed by 
Fraunhofer HHI [7] has achieved good compression performance. Its coding solution 
based on the H.264/AVC codec, as shown in Fig.1, uses prediction structure with 
hierarchical B pictures for each view and inter-view prediction is applied to every 
second view. In [7] there is an equation to derive the maximum number of delay 
frames for decoding some one B frame within a GOP according to the prediction 
structure from Fig. 1. However, the equation does not hold true when the prediction 
structure changes though it reflects the random access ability of current prediction 
structure. It is obvious that the temporal level number of hierarchical B picture 
decomposition significantly affects the compression performance. In Fig. 1 the dyadic 
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hierarchical B structure is used. We also can adopt the non-dyadic hierarchical B 
structure to improve the coding efficiency as shown in Fig. 2. The maximum 
decomposition level ascends in the non-dyadic hierarchical B prediction structure and 
the random access ability of the whole structure is deteriorated on the contrary. 

3   Enhancing Random Access Ability with Flexible Prediction 
Structure 

In the multi-view streaming operation, random access point is very arbitrary. If the 
requested frame is an intra-coded frame, the server side only needs to transmit this 
frame. In the current multi-view coding solution the prediction structure with 
hierarchical B pictures decomposition supports cross-GOP prediction which means a 
frame in one GOP can refer a frame in next GOP. When random access point is a B 
frame, the server side needs to find the previously nearest and the subsequently 
nearest I frame to this requested frame, then transmits all the necessary dependent 
frames between the two I frames. Therefore, compression efficiency improvement by 
inter-view or inter-frame prediction is at the cost of degrading the random access 
ability. In order to increase the random access ability involved in the prediction 
structure, we consider removing some dependency induced by inter-view or inter-
frame prediction while providing a relatively optimal coding efficiency. According to 
the prediction structure where hierarchical B pictures are used in temporal prediction, 
though generalized B pictures are used in the view direction, view frames are formed 
in hierarchy levels. We find that when the decoder decodes the current frame, the 
minimal number of decoding frames required is strongly associated with the temporal 
hierarchy level, view hierarchy level and the deepest dependency in view hierarchy 
level 0 of the current view in which the current frame situates. The deeper the 
hierarchy level in which the current frame situates is, the more the needed decoding of 
frames is. We build a formula parameterized by ),,,( 0 TVV LLPV  to characterize the 

relation between prediction structure and random access ability.  
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where 
decodeN denotes minimal number of the frames to be decoded when the decoder 

decodes the current frame from the IDR-pictures or recovery point. The other 
parameters are explained as follows: 

V is the view number of current frame to be decoded and 0V  is the deepest 

dependency from anchor view in the view hierarchy level 0 if the V view will be 
decoded. NVandVV MAXMAX <= _0_00 ,,,1,0 . For example, in Fig.1 if the 

decoder wants to decode the frame S3T2, it has to find that V is equal to 3 and 0V  is 

equal to 2 (from anchor view S0, the decoder must decode S0, S2, S4 successively). 

MAXV _0  is the maximal value of 0V . We define anchor view is the view with intra 
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frame, e.g. S0 in Fig. 1. VL is the view hierarchy level that the current frame situates 

along view direction. 
MAXVL _

is the maximal view hierarchy level in prediction 

structure. TL  is the temporal hierarchy level that current frame situates along 

temporal direction. We also define VP  as a view prediction flag. The value of VP  is 0 

when the current view is encoded independently; the value of 
VP  is 1 when the 

current view is encoded with one view unidirectional prediction; the value is 2 when 
the current view is encoded with two view bidirectional prediction. 

When MAXVL _ ,
MAXTL _

 and 
MAXV _0

are fixed on a set of values, the corresponding 

view-temporal prediction structure is uniquely definite. Here we define 

decodeCostN _  as the maximal decodeN  in one GoGOP (Group of GOPs of all views, 

such as the picture matrix formed by 8 views with temporal GOP length of 8 frames 
in Fig.1) under the definite prediction structure to evaluate the random access ability. 

}{_ decodeNMaxdecodeCostN =  (2) 

The prediction structure can be parameterized under a given random access 
constraint. By playing on the parameter MAXTL _ , MAXVL _  and 

MAXV _0
, we can reduce 

the prediction dependency and therefore improve the random access ability. In some 
circumstances, several groups of parameters (

MAXTL _
 , MAXVL _  , MAXV _0 ) which depict 

different view-temporal prediction structure provide the same decodeCostN _ . We 

select the prediction structure with larger
MAXTL _
，because the efficiency of inter-

view prediction is less than the one of inter-frame (temporal) prediction in the case of 
the same decodeCostN _ . We can also limit 

MAXV _0
 via putting anchor view into the 

center of all views to decrease the prediction distance. 
According to Equation (1), we propose a level-adaptive approach to adaptively 

choose the view-temporal prediction structure based on hierarchical B pictures while 
with the trade-off between random access ability and coding performance. The 
algorithm is described as follow: 

 
Step 1: Compute the corresponding delay frames according to the end-user’s 

random access time constraints. 
Step 2: Find the maximum and minimum values of

MAXTL _
, MAXVL _ ,

MAXV _0
 and 

VP . Traverse all combination sets of the parameters
MAXTL _

, MAXVL _ ,
MAXV _0

 and VP  

and compute the decodeCostN _  according to Equation (1). If we obtain the same 

value of decodeCostN _  with different combination parameter combinations, we 

choose the parameter set with larger
MAXTL _

. 

Step 3: According to Formula (1), the smaller is 
MAXV _0

 if decodeCostN _  is 

smaller. For limiting 
MAXV _0

, we exchange the position of Anchor View with other 

view and set the middle view to Anchor view. With the above result received from 
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Step 2, if 
MAXV _0

 and other parameters are identical and decodeCostN _  is also 

equal, we choose the parameter set whose Anchor view situates in the middle of 
views. 

Step 4: Choose the matching optimal parameter set which depicts the optimal 
view-temporal prediction structure at the given random access constraint from Step 1. 

 
From the above approach, we obtain the optimal parameters which depict 

corresponding view-temporal prediction applied to multi-view video sequence with 
frame rate f=25 and temporal GOP length =12, for several given random access 
constraints. Table 1 provides the detailed result. 

Table 1. Optimal parameters ( MAXTL _  ,
MAXVL _

, MAXV _0 ) to depict an optimal prediction 

structure for MVC solution within several given random access constraints. Video sequence 
frame rate f=25 and temporal GOP =12. 

Random  
access(s)  

Decoding(frames) 
decodeCostN _  

Optimal parameters 
(

MAXTL _
 ,

MAXVL _
, 

MAXV _0
) 

(View dependency 
structure, Anchor View 
position) 

1.2 30 (4,1,4) (IBPBPBPP,0) 
0.8 20 (3,1,4) (IBPBPBPP,0) 
0.65 17 (3,1,2) (IBPBIPBP,5)   
0.5 13 (3,0,1) (IBPBPBPP,0) 
0.3 8 (2,0,1) (IPIPIPIP,0,2,4,6) 
0.15 4 (3,0,0) Simulcast 
0.05 2 (1,0,0) Simulcast   
0 0 (0,0,0) All intra   

4   Experiment Result 

To investigate the effect of the proposed algorithm and evaluate the trade-off between 
coding performance and random access ability, we do some MVC experiments with 
standard multi-view video sequence “Ballroom” from MERL[8]. The simulations are 
conducted based on the reference MVC solution from HHI [7]. The coding conditions 
are shown in Table 2. Table 3 provides the performance data comparison of different 
prediction structure within different random access constraints. The rate-distortion 
curves comparisons are showed in Fig. 3. The coding solution with optimal random 
access ability is all intra coding which behaves the worst coding efficiency of all 
solutions. Fig.3 shows that, when the random access ability is more than 0.65s, the 
coding performance is improved slowly with small gains. The coding efficiency of the 
solutions whose random access ability exceeds 0.15s is better than the anchor’s. The 
anchor is independent coding of all views with IBBP prediction structure. We also 
observe from Fig. 3 that the proposed method could provide the optimal prediction 
structure to fulfill the best coding efficiency within the given random access ability 
constraint. 
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Table 2. Coding parameters in the experiment 

Temporal GOP 12 
Search range  96 (full pixel) 
BasisQP 29 
Entropy coding CABAC 
Encoded frames(all views) 2000  

Table 3. Rate-distortion (Rate in kbps, PSNR in dB) data comparison of the different view-
temporal hierarchical prediction structure with corresponding maximum random access 
processing ability for Ballroom sequences  

Coding performance Coding performance Random  
access(s) Rate PSNR 

Random  
access(s) Rate PSNR 

488.8851 35.7046 689.9949 36.3144 
382.8994 34.7180 545.4027 35.2844 

1.2 

262.4944 33.1115 

0.3 

374.0297 33.6136 
497.4 35.7 590.3635 35.1732 
387.9 34.7 465.0941 34.1419 

0.8 

267.1 33.1 

0.15 

369.9456 33.0418 
521.7455 35.7663 780.559 35.5233 
407.8060 34.7761 553.8277 33.929 

0.65 

280.3118 33.1769 

0.05 

438.3625 32.8331 
632.8811 36.0862 931.6871 30.0702 
497.3211 35.0579 743.2127 28.8396 

0.5 

343.5179 33.3999 

0 

582.5565 27.7826 
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Fig. 3. Rate-distortion comparison curves of different prediction structures with corresponding 
random access ability constraints for Ballroom sequences 
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5   Conclusion 

In this paper we have discussed an adaptive approach to improve the random access 
ability with relatively optimal coding performance in hierarchical-B pictures based 
multi-view video coding. We also illustrated the trade-off between compression 
efficiency and random access ability via a series of simulations. When the end user 
gives a random access constraint, we can adopt the proposed approach to fulfill its 
requirement and keep the relatively optimal coding performance. It was shown by 
experimental results that the proposed scheme is effective in enhancing the random 
access ability. In the future work we will consider optimizing the coding efficiency 
with new frame type, such as SP frame, to support fast random access. 
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